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Hurrah!, after months of COVID lockdown our group were finally able to visit us in
Kenya! They had a best of both worlds experience, sampling life at Casuarina
House in our traditional African village during the day then returning to the luxury of
Severin Sea Lodge Hotel on the edge of the Indian Ocean at night. The mixed group
from America and U K also travelled into the African bush on safari (pictured above)
and saw an amazing array of animals and birds in their natural environment.

One of the highlights for everyone was visiting the feeding program. With lockdown
now behind us it was a joy for the orphans on feed500 to meet some new white
faces. They always make a fuss of visitors and thoroughly enjoy the extra attention
they receive back. Above are some of the little ones crowding Bill whilst waiting on
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the step for their meal of maize and beans. Below, fun and games at 500club,
throwing wotsits at our visitors, seeing how many would stick to the shaving foam on
their faces!

It's always a special moment when students and sponsors meet at Celebration High
School, as the picture below shows. Our students come from very poor families and
need financial assistance to be educated. It delights sponsors and makes them
smile seeing first hand what a difference their help makes to the children's lives.
Some of the group volunteered in the classroom teaching the students, playing
instruments and singing in assembly. Others gave the orphanage a much needed
lick of paint!

All in all, much fun was had and many precious moments shared. The next trip
departs February 2023 for 2 weeks . . . . . anyone interested in joining us do contact
me for itinerary and prices. We can promise you a memorable and life changing visit!
Thank you for your interest and support.

God bless,
Debbie Scott-Robinson
UK mob: 07941 563443
Kenya mob: 0738 269740
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